
On the aerial 

 
Starling is numerous, holds in his throat 

the many colours of his oily coat. 

Each year he – like his fathers – finds new noise, 

wolf-whistles tall as boys, 

the phone’s trill, then the shriek 

of Kirsty, loudest child in all our street. 

Tonight he softly mews.  Then through his voice are poured 

jay, blackbird’s honey, thrush-lilts.  He, half-heard, 

tilts at faint stars, is Spring, is every bird. 
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At Needlehole 
 

How lovely the land lies in October, 

still as the moon. 

The new wheat is planted. 

The drivers are gone 

to pile up their wood 

or be soothed by a screen. 

 

The felled tree is sawn, 

the robin’s cross cry 

now liquid and long, 

uncannily high. 

The cold finds my fingers. 

The moon finds the sky. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No 
 

No one is ever good enough, 

or kind enough. 

No one stays awake 

through the lovely rush of rain which fills our dark. 

No one can hold the music. 

They are counting coins or frowning, 

they are toppling, they are drowning. 

No one is good. 

 

But nothing is as quick as us, 

no screen can match us, 

tape’s whirr catch us, 

nothing tilts like sun 

to light from sad. 

Nothing in all history 

can reach to take your hand from me, 

the dark, the rain’s gift, O 

we should be glad. 
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Then 
 

Alison Brackenbury’s poetry might walk the old 

ways, in its gracefully contained rhymed forms 

and in the country life and landscape it describes, 

but its sensibility is acute and present – even when 

part of that presence is the past. Philip Gross 

 

Alison Brackenbury loves, lives, hymns and 

rhymes the natural world and its people like no 

other poet. Gillian Clarke 
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